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Executive Summary
The mainstreaming of competition policy is important to ensure that competition
principles are being considered in the formulation of economic policies. Integrating
these principles into economic policies will create contestability in the market which
will ensure maximum efficiency for the economy and better competitiveness. The
integration of competition principles in economic policies should be carried out
systematically through a clear and coherent strategy covering all aspects of competition
issues and all sector of the economy.
Mainstreaming becomes important for Indonesia because the main principles of
competition policy are often ignored in the formulation of laws and Government
regulations. In fact, as often occurred in Indonesia, the substance of the regulations and
laws hinders competition which then impedes the improvement of the economy’s
competitiveness.
The mainstreaming competition policy should take place at all levels of government
institutions/agencies involved in the formulation of economic policies. This of course
requires the efficient and effective coordination of all relevant institutions and their
elements such that these concerted action produces harmonious policies, particularly
in key policies that are related to the competition policy. Those key policies cover the
policies on trade, investment, state owned enterprises (BUMN and BUMD), and small
and medium enterprises (SMEs).
Important parts of mainstreaming competition policy are competition advocacy and
public education on the importance of the application of business competition for the
interest of public’s welfare. These activities are important since mainstreaming of
competition policy is a process and the community is one of the major stakeholders of
this process.
The success of mainstreaming competition policy strongly depends on institutional
factors. Among these factors are (i) institutional structure; (ii) economic and political
commitment; (iii) stakeholders participation. The the relation between the competition
agency and government agencies with authority to manage or regulate competition are
parts of the institutional structure. This will determine the centre of authority in the
implementation of competition policy. Economic and political commitments are
important in the determining the performance of mainstreaming competition policy
efforts.
The experiences of other countries show that the success of mainstream competition
policy is influenced by a number of factors. First, it is important that the mainstreaming
strategy has an agenda. More specifically, having a process for regulatory review and
integrating this process into policy making process is proven able to increase the
effectiveness of introducing competition principles in development policies. The
regulatory review process will reduce the chance of implementing bad regulations as it
is undertaken before a regulation implemented.
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The mainstreaming competition policy in Indonesia is closely related to the
responsibilities of The Commission for the Supervision of Business Competition (KPPU).
The main function of KPPU is to enforce the competition law (UU No 5/1999). However,
as competition law is only one aspect of competition policy, implementation of this
policy requires the involment of other relevant government agencies. In this regards,
KPPU is also given the mandate by Law No. 5/1999 to advice and provide
recommendations to the government and legislator regarding laws and regulations that
may violate the competition law. Unfortunately, coordination between these institutions
is not effective. As a result the application of competition principles has not been widely
integrated into the national development planning, especially in the mid-term
development plan. Furthermore, there are still many laws and government regulations
that are the source of impediments to an effective implementation of competition
policy.
The effectiveness of mainstreaming of competition policy therefore needs to be
improved. This study put forward the following recommendations to achieve this
objective:
(1) Create institutional mechanism that will expand the authority of the agency
responsible for the implementation of competition policy
This is to be undertaken through the followings, in orders of its implementation time
frame( from long-term to short-term)):
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Amending the Law No. 5/1999;
Integrating the competition policy into the national development planning;
Introducing and implementing the regulatory review mechanism

(2) Set the priorities for the competition policy mainstreaming agenda
(3) Monitor the implementation of competition policy
(4) Extend the scope and the participation of KPPU in the policy making process to the
sub-national level
(5) Increase the capacity of KPPU to enhance its credibility in addressing competition
cases.
(6) Broaden the scope of sectors and/or competition issues covered in the
mainstreaming of competition policy
(7) Encourage consumers to actively participate in the mainstreaming of competition
policy process
This report underlines the importance of the mainstreaming competition policy by
presenting illustrations of emerging competition issues in several services sectors
(telecommunication services, port and shipping services, financial services and health
services).
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There are two reasons of why this study focuses on services sector. First, services
sectors contribute significantly in supplying production inputs, either in the production
of goods or in the production of other services. Second, the efficiency of services sectors
depends on whether the existing regulations have allow the sector to achieve the
optimal outcome.
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1. Introduction
The implementation of an effective competition policy plays positive role in the
economic development of a country. Unimpeded competition will result in efficient
resources allocation and will benefit producers as well as consumers. Yet, in practice,
the competition policy can not always be applied effectively. Legislation often hinders
competition, because the goal of legislation is not always in line with the ultimate goal of
competition policy.
This study looked into the mainstreaming of competition policy into the economic
development policy framework in Indonesia.
Mainstreaming is important to ensure that competition principles has been considered
and integrated into the economic policies. Mainstreaming competition policy will create
a strong national competitiveness. The mainstreaming should be undertaken
systematically with a clear and coherent strategy which covers various competition
issues in various economic sectors.
The study proposes several recommendations that can enhance the efforts to
mainstream competition policy in Indonesia, namely:
1. To create an institutional mechanism to increase the authority of the agency that
is responsible for the implementation of competition policy
This is to be undertaken through the followings, in orders of implementation time frame
(short, medium, and long term):
(i)

Amending the competition law UU No. 5/1999;

(ii)

Integrating the competition policy into the national development
planning;

(iii)

Introducing and implementation of a regulatory review process.

2. Set the prioritises for the competition policy mainstreaming agenda
3. Monitor the implementation of mainstreaming competition policy
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4. Extend the scope and participation of KPPU in the policy making process at the
subnational level.
5. Build the capacity of KPPU in order to enhance its credibility in addressing
competition cases.
6. Widen the scope of sector and/or competition issue covered in the
mainstreaming of competition policy
7. Encourage consumers to actively participate in the process of mainstreaming
competition policy
Those recommendations mentioned above are described further in details in Chapter 5.
They are based on the conceptual underpining of the benefit of competition principles,
experience in other countries, and the various challenges and opportunities of current
situation. All is described in other chapters of this study.
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2. Competition Policy and
Competitiveness
Integrating competition policy into all government economic policies can have positive
impact on the efforts to enhance competitiveness of a country’s economy. This is based
on the prediction of the theory of the impact of competition on market performance.
Market power in unimpeded competition will encourage producers to seek the cheapest
way to produce goods and services and to innovate in order to fulfill consumers’ wants.
Producers will be encouraged to use input combination that will generate the lowest
cost. While consumers will benefit from this process in form of goods prices which are
close to the lowest production costs. Unimpeded competition will result in optimal
output that will benefit the economy at two levels: macro and micro. In the macro level
competition will generate efficient allocation production resources (allocative
efficiency) and at the micro level, competition will generate optimal outputs at the
lowest costs (productive efficiency).
Efficiency that occurred in the above process is static in nature (static efficiency).
Theoretically, efficiency could also be dynamic (dynamic efficiency), that is the efficiency
that emphasizes the interaction process among actors. The emphasis lies on whether
there are constraints for producers to enter and exit market. Thus, competition in a
dynamic sense prioritizes the essence of ‘contestability’; it is a condition that allows the
process where more efficient producers are not hampered to enter market and for
inefficient producers to exit the market.
The benefit of unimpeded competition to the economi is increased competitiveness.
Efficiency as the final outcome reflects a situation in which manufacturers will be able
to compete with other manufacturers/producers in the domestic as well as the
international markets (export markets). In a dynamic context, competition increase
competitiveness because the essence of contestability which allows unimpeded exitentry manufacturers will promote the use of more advanced technology (including
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improved managerial skills) by the businesses. Thus, in this zero constraint dynamic
competition innovation will be assured.
The above description is the ideal condition. Competitiveness will be maximal if
business competition occurred without constraints. Nevertheless, this ideal condition
does not always happen in practice. Conceptually there are two main factors that can
lead to this; market failure and economic objectives which is other than efficiency (Dee
2010). Market failure is one of the factors that will hinder competition from generating
maximum efficiency. Market failure usually occurs in sectors with natural monopoly
characteristics, such as the infrastructure sector, because the market can only support
one producer or supplier. In a natural monopoly market allowing more than one
manufacturer – or allowing competition – will produce price and output that is not
efficient. However, if only one manufacturer is permitted to operate without a
competitor, then the manufacturer may get an incentive to exploit its dominant
position/monopoly.
Another situation that also led to the non-achievement of maximum efficiency is when
efficiency is not the only objective that Government wants to achieve. In this case, the
objective is usually equity or social protection. Government can intervene in the health
services sector by setting price at a specific level so that it is affordable to the public at
large.
The possibility of not achieving the efficiency objectives of competition lend a reason to
the need for competition policy. Competition policy guarantees the achievement of the
efficiency objective.
One way to describe competition is to define it as process. Government attempts to
promote competition and to create business environment that supports the persistence
of competitive market by prohibiting anti competitive business practices. The objective
of competition policy is to foster market competition and to promote innovation which
will have implications on reducing price, welfare, and economic growth (OECD 2011).
But competition policy is broader concept than competition law; although competition
law is a major element. Competition policy is also about implementing economic policy
and regulations that do not foster anti-competitive practices.
8

It is important to state that competition policy is important in the context of the success
of economic policy reforms implemented by many countries in the last three decades.
Many countries, especially developing countries, implemented microeconomic policy
reform by streamlining Government intervention in the economy. This included
reducing barriers to international trade (tariff and non-tariff barriers), investment
liberalization, reducing subsidies to domestic producers, and the privatization of state
owned enterprises (BUMN). The underlying argument for this policy reforms was the
idea that competition can provide significant benefits for economic development. These
benefits are difficult to realize if there are constraints that inhibit competition (UNCTAD
2004).
In summary, it can be concluded that the implementation of competition policy is a
direct implication of a policy reform that will increase competitiveness. Academic
literature, shows evidence from the experience of many countries that implementation
of competition policy has positive impact on economic development, including on
promoting innovation.1

1

Dutz dan Hayri (2002) for example find a very strong correlation (connection) between economic growth in
the long term with the implementation of effective competition law and business competition policy.
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3. Mainstreaming Competition Policy:
The Framework of Thought
Mainstreaming business competition policy, can generally be defined as an attempt to
construct an economic policy making process that takes into consideration the main
principles of competition. Mainstreaming creates a condition that ensures all economic
policy adopts the principles of attaining maximum efficiency and contestability in
competition. The integration of competition principles in economic policy should be
carried out systematically, using a clear and coherent strategy.
Mainstreaming becomes important because the main principles of competition policy
are often ignored in the formulation of laws and Government regulations. In fact, the
substance of many regulations and laws actually hinders competition and as a result
have unintended consequences on the competitiveness of the economy. These
competition inhibiting regulations can take several forms (OECD 2011), i.e.:


Restriction on the numbers of businesses that can enter and operate in the
market;



Encourages price and market coordination among businesses;



Create higher transactions costs for new entrants, in particular small and
medium businesses, compared to incumbents firms;



Provide protection to certain group of businesses.

The formulation and implementation of development policies generally requires a cross
sectoral policy strategy (OECD 2004). This is because policies aimed at the development
of a certain sector tend to be a cluster of interrelated policies.

The objective of

mainstreaming competition policy is to integrate all the interrelated policies into
national development strategy. This is necessary in order for the competition principles
to get due attention by all agencis when designing economic policy at the national or
subnational levels. It will ensure the efficient and effective coordination of all relevant
agencies to produces harmonious policy actions.
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An important parts of mainstreaming competition policy is advocacy and public
education on the importance of competition for public welfare. Advocacy is important
given that mainstreaming is a process in which the public is one of the major
stakeholders. In the process the public can act as a group who monitors/supervises the
performance of the market and ensure that the basic tenets of competition are applied.
Officially,

monitoring

and

supervising

competition

is

carried

out

by

an

agency/institution authorize to manage competition, which in Indonesia is The
Commission for the Supervision of Business Competition (KPPU).
Although the mainstreaming of competition policy should cover a wide range of sectoral
policies and issues, there are some policies and issues which are immediately relevant
for to competition policy. These are policies and issues related to trade, investment,
state-owned-enterprise, and small and medium scale enterprises.
Trade Policy
Trade policy generally regulates market access and distribution of goods.
Mainstreaming competition polic in trade policy covers has two objectives: first,
competition policy ensures that entry restriction is minimal. Second, competition policy
will minimize the possibility of anti-competitive conducts, such as collusion.
Investment Policy
In the context of investment policy, mainstreaming competition policy is aimed to
maintain consistency between government regulations and the policy to attract
investments. Mainstreaming competition policy is important considering the
investment regime in many countries tend to be more liberal, and therefore an
investment policy that adopt competiton principles will ensure that the maximum
benefits of larger investment are realized. Altough Indonesia has a more open
investment policy there are still many regulations that restrict investment, including
restrictive regulations that accompany the investment negative list.2

2

Many empirical studies show that the operation of foreign companies has proven to bring positive impact to
domestic industries development, including advanced technology transfer and more open market acess for
domestic companies in international market.
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In addition to ensuring consistency described above, mainstreaming competition in
investment policy should also be directed toward preventing businesses from using
mergers as a means to abuse their dominant position to lessen competition.
Policy on State Owned Enterprise
An element of mainstreaming competition policy in the context of State-Owned
Enterprise (BUMN) is to introduce the principle of contestability in sectors dominated
by State-Owned Enterprise (BUMN). Many State-Owned Enterprises (BUMN) operate in
a natural monopoly market and in the supply of public utilities, such as
telecommunications and transportation services. In order to maintain efficiency and
quality of service, it is necessary to introduce contestability or competition for market,
that is competition to gain the right to be a sole supplier (Dee, 2010.) This can
implemented using a bidding process that allocates the right to be the sole operator in
the market to the most efficient supplier.
In a vertically integrated industry with natural monopoly upstream sector competition
can be established differently in the upstream and downstream sector. In the upstream
sector competition for the exclusive right to operate in the market should be
established.

While

in

the

downstream

sector

open

competition

between

producers/suppliers is created. This rule has been practiced in many countries to
reform public services. It should be noted that the model can be very complex as it aims
to accomplish a very diverse objectives simultaneously. These objectives are to generate
upstream and downstream prices that will produce efficiency; and at the same time
ensure that the sole downstream supplier can cover the fixed costs of their operations,
and the availability of access to public services (universal service obligation).
Policy for SMEs
Another important element of mainstreaming competition policy is the promotion of
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) through affirmative action. The main idea behind
this policy is the perception that because of SMEs limitation they are not able to as
efficient as large businesses; in other word there is a negative externality of affirmative
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SME policy. The negative externality occur because affirmative policy will protect
inefficient SME; the policy discourages small business to innovate.
The implementation of competition principles in SME policy can diminish such adverse
implications. Competition will ensure that productive efficiency and allocative efficiency
are achieved. These can be obtained through an SMEs policy that ensures zero
constraint for small, medium, and large businesses to gain access to information and
sources of factor production, and therefore guarantees equal opportunity and equal
playing ground for all businesses. Included in this policy is to guarantee that there is no
restriction for for all businesses to get equal access to information and factor of
production.

3.1

Institutional Factors in Mainstreaming Business Competition Policy

Experiences in other countries show that the success of mainstreaming competition
policy depends on the institutions. This includes factor related to the role of instituions
in the mainstreaming. The inter-relationship between these institutions determines the
success of the mainstreaming.
The Institutional Structure
The institutional structure is one of the factors that plays an important role in the
mainstreaming of competition policy. Determining which public institutions are
responsible to implement competition policy and the relationship between these
institutions are part of institutional structure. This will determine the central authority
responsible for implementing competition policy. In many countries this responsibility
lies with the competition commissions. However, experiences from these countries also
show that granting sole responsibility to the competition commission is not sufficient.
This is due to the fact that the nature of competition policy generally is cross-cutting,
but the authority of the competition commission does not cover the authority needed to
ensure that competition principles are integrated in all economic sector’s policy.
The mainstreaming competition policy also related to the scope of the authority of the
institutions responsible for competition. In many countries, this scope of authority does
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not only cut across economic policy and institution, but also cut across government
level (central and regional). This is important because mainstreaming competition
policy is more difficult in countries where the regional government has strong political
power. In this regard there has to be a clear political arrangement which allows the
competition authorities the power to influence local and regional economic policies.
Political Economic Commitments
The performance of the institutions responsible for mainstreaming competition policy
is also determined by political power of the insitutions’ leader. Without a strong
political leadership these institutions will not be able to easily introduce and integrate
competition principles into economic sectors’ policies of various sectors. Therefore,
national political commitment to empower the competition agencies becomes very
important.
In some other countries the high level political commitment can be achieved in several
ways, including among others:


enhancing and maintaining the credibility of the institution, including
formalizing the regulatory review process;



select and determine de facto institutions that structurally has significant
political influence (such as the President/Vice President's Office, Ministry of
Finance, National Development Planning Agency) as 'partner' of the business
competition commission; and



allocate public funds to finance the activities of the mainstreaming competition
policy

Participation of Stakeholders
One of lessons learned from OECD countries is that dialogue and cooperation between
stakeholders play important role in improving the success of institutional role in
enhancing competitiveness. The intensity of the dialogue will foster the sense of
ownership of the policy from all elements of the stakeholders (the Government,
business actors and consumers). In addition, the active participation of stakeholders
through consultation and/or collaboration will provide opportunities for transmitting
14

feedback of the implementation of the policy. This mechanism is proven effective in
refining the policy (OECD, 2004). The interaction between stakeholders will also raise
attention about the importance of adopting competition principles on sectoral policy.
This would have a positive impact on the sustainability of mainstreaming.

3.2

Strategy for Mainstreaming Business Competition Policy: Experiences
from other Countries

This section presents some of the main findings and lessons learned from other
countries with regard to the process of mainstreaming competition policy.
The Focus and Main Agenda of Policy
The first lesson learned is the importance of a focus and, in some cases, the presence of
one or more specific agenda in the implementation of competition policy. For example,
the implementation of competition policy in South Korea was based on the three main
objectives: innovation and dynamic efficiency; consumer protection; and balanced
economic development. The focus of the policy was directed at efforts to prevent abuse
of dominant position and the concentration of economic power (OECD 2000).
The underlying reason for choosing this policy focus is the agenda to lessen the role of
the chaebols which which was viewed to be too strong. The ability of the chaebols to set
price and output was considered to be no longer suitable with the direction of South
Korea’s economic development in South Korea which was shifting toward a marketoriented economy. The implementation of competition policy by Korean Fair Trade
Commission (KFTC), the South Korean competition authority, was based on this agenda.
The efforts were highly focused on organizing and monitoring, and reducing, the ability
of the chaebols to set prices and market performance. They included monitoring the
behavior of the chaebols in partnership agreements with other businesses, especially
SMEs. In this case, KFTC ensures that the chaebols do not abuse of their dominant
position in the agreement.
The implementation of mainstreaming competition policy in South Korea began with
efforts to regulate and monitor the business behaviors of the chaebols. As time passed,
the focus shift to other competition issues. It was clear that the lessons learned in
15

responding to the chaebols issue has given them the experience needed to incorporate
competition principles in the policy making process.
The implementation of business competition policy in Australia consistently considered
the impact of competition on total economic welfare and the economic efficiency
created. This principle is consistently applied in addressing various competition cases
and issues. In the context of mainstreaming competition policy the approach that
consistently focused on welfare effect and efficiency became the main reference for
stakeholders in reviewing the competition aspect of an economic policy.
Institutional Structure and Commitment
As earlier stated, the institutions authorized to guide the competition policy has to be
determined and a strong commitment to guarantee the implementation of competition
principles in existing economic policies.
Experience of South Korea clearly underscores the importance of the institutional
structure characteristics and this commitment. There are only two institutions
authorized on business competition policy in South Korea, KFTC and the Prime
Minister's Office (PMO). KFTC is given the authorityto implement the competition law in
South Korea. It is an independent institution responsible to the Prime Minister Office
and the KFTC Chairman position is parallel to the position of a Minister, which allows it
to participate in all Cabinet meetings. According to law the line ministeries are required
to consult with the KFTC on regulations that can potentially hinder competition.
With a position that is parallel to Ministers, the KFTC Chairman was able to make direct
contact with all Ministers and heads of Government agencies (OECD 2000). It was able
to increase the adoption and advocacy of competition principles into a range of
regulations issued by ministries and government agencies. In 1995, for example, about
75 percent of the opinions provided by KFTC to the ministries and government agencies
on proposed new regulations or change in regulations were accepted by the ministries
and agencies who submitted the proposal (OECD 2000).
Thus, elevating the status of the KFTC Chairman to the ministerial level as well as the
requirement for ministries to consult KFTC on proposed regulations was able to
16

increase the adoption of competition principles. Mainstreaming thus became more
effective. In addition, the existence of working partners within the government with
executive power to implement policies at the ministries was a very important factor
determining the success of mainistreamin competition policy in South Korea.
The absence of these factors made the adoption of competition principles in Japan
ineffective. The advocacy and efforts to implement competition principles in Japan was
governed by laws which stated that competition agency can provide suggestions or
opinions related to aspects of business competition in policy taken by the ministries and
government agencies in the Japan. However, in contrast to the system in South Korea,
the competition agency in Japan (Fair Trade Commission, FTC), which is also an
independent institution, does not have direct access to the decision-making processes in
the Cabinet; FTC does not have the authority to participate in the process (OECD 1999).
Formally, the views issued by the FTC can only be submitted to the Cabinet Secretary
Office for consideration by the relevant ministries. The process of submitting an opinion
that is not direct and the absence of a parallel relationship between the FTC and the
Cabinet or Ministry has resulted in an ineffective adoption of competition principles on
many of economic policies.
This ineffectiveness was exacerbated because the review process for any competition
issues are dealt with by establishing a working group. The working group members are
usually representative of the relevant stakeholders. However, in practice the members
of the working group are usually dominated by representative of the businesses (OECD
1999.) This has caused the discussion and analysis of a competition issue to last for a
long time and tends to lead to a status quo of the issues.
Integrate Regulatory Review Process into the Policy Making Process

One of the main underlying reasons for mainstreaming competition policy was because
of the inconsistency between the content of many regulations and the effiency and
contestability principles. As a consequence the implementation of the policy became
ineffective and the objective of the policy not achievable. The regulatory review is a
mechanism that can be used to identify such inconsistencies, and the result can then be
used to improve the regulations and to ensure that the regulations have adopted the
17

competition principles. The consistency between competition principles and the
objective of the regulation would ensure the attainement of the policy goal. The
regulatory review process is therefore a phase that is important in the mainstreaming
of competition policy.
In Australia the Productivity Commission is the agency that is responsible to review
various regulations. The agency proved to be effective in the efforts to adopt and apply
competition principles which are oriented toward efficiency and contestability.
Although the opinions of the Productivity Commission are not binding its review of
regulations and the changes to regulations that it proposes are seriously considered by
the government agencies that proposes the regulations (OECD 2010). This fact shows
that the Productivity Commission has strong credibility. In addition to the ability of the
Productivity Commision to undertake a high quality analysis, the requirement for all
government agencies to conduct a regulatory review before implementing a regulation
also support the creation a credible institution.
Having a regulatory review as a stage in formulating policies and regulations ensure a
more efficient and effective mainstreaming of competition policy. The mainstreaming
process becomes more efficient because regulatory review minimised the the margin of
error of a regulation before the regulations are applied; and it is more effective because
in the review, various aspect of regulation aspects are scrutinized (see Box 3.1). Thus, it
can be said that the regulatory review is viable as part of strategy in mainstreaming
competition policies.
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Box 3.1
Elements of Regulatory Review
A regulatory review can include:


Problems or backgrounds which are underlying needs of a policy
action;



The goal to achieve;



Alternative policy that is estimated to be able to overcome the existing
problems;



Analysis of costs and benefits;



Statement to be conveyed in the process of consultation with
stakeholders;



Some alternative recommendations;



Policy Strategy that can be applied and a review over some of the
noteworthy strategy.

Source: Coghlan (2000) as quoted by Dee (2010).
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4. Policy and Mainstreaming Business
Competition in Indonesia
This chapter discusses competition policy in Indonesia and the mainstreaming of this
policy.
4.1

Competition Policy Development in Indonesia

Law No. 5 of 1999 (Law No. 5/1999) on the prohibition of monopoly practices and
unhealthy business competition is one of the products of the economic reform that
occurs following the financial crisis in 1998. With the support of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), Indonesia was expected to restore economic stability by means
of improving business climate and healthy business competition.
Historically, the strong Government role was the resul of the oil boom of the 1970s and
1980s coupled with the import substitution policy and a high import tax. Extrensive
government role in the economy lead to interventions that distorted the market
through monopoly licensing to state enterprises as well as private enterprises. When
the oil prices plummeted in 1986 the government initiated deregulation policies to
facilitate larger inflow of foreign investment into the economy of Indonesia, especially
in banking sector.
Improved business climate and competition was also driven by external factors such as
the arrival the WTO, APEC and ASEAN Free Trade Agreement in the 1990s. The effect of
economic liberalization was to opens the door further for economic reform, although
some sectors such as agriculture and infrastructure were still much closed as a form of
Government protection toward certain private businesses. The fall of the New Order
marked the beginning of major reforms in both the political and economic sectors.
One of the reforms in the economic sector was the enactment of law No. 5/1999. The
objective of the (according to Article 3 of the Law) is to safeguard the public interest
and increase the efficiency of the national economy in order to improve people's
welfare; creates a conducive business climate that guarantees the certainty of business
20

for big, medium or small business actors; to prevent monopoly practices; and to
increase the effectiveness and efficiency of businesses. The Commission for the
Supervision of Business Competition (KPPU) was established as an independent
institution to implement Law No. 5/1999. It is responsible directly to the President
(Article 30 and 31 of the Law).
In terms of mainstreaming competition policy, the Law No. 35/1999 mandates KPPU
the authority to advice Government on policies and regulations that can affect
competition (Article 35.e).
It is acknowledged that the Law No. 5/1999 has a number of flaws (Aswicahyono and
Kartika 2010). Among them is the bias of the law toward protection of small business
and its emphasis on market structure rather on creating a competitive market. The
second drawback is its treatment of vertical integration as per se illegal. Conceptually
vertical integration does not always lead to destruction of competition in the market but
may also result in increased efficiency in both production and distribution. So research
on the impact of this vertical integration should be done carefully, on a case by case to
be able to really see the effect of vertical intergration on competition. Thirdly, the Law
does not cover the regulations related to intellectual property rights, technical
standards of goods and services, small scale enterprise, and state owned enterprises
(BUMN).
The fourth weakness, which is related to mainstreaming competition policy, is that the
mandate of the Law does not cover authority over legislation and government policies
that can impede competition. There are still many laws and Government Regulations
which are the main source of distortion to competition. For example, the new Trade
Law (UU No. 7 of 2014) which gives room for government to protect domestic
producers from competition from imported goods and services; and the Law allows
government to impose non-tariff barriers and export restriction when there shortage in
the domestic market. Another example is the Industry Law (Law No. 3 of 2014) which
allows government to protect strategic industries from competition, and to restrict
export of raw material in order to fulfill domestic needs. These examples show that the
mainstreaming competition policy in Indonesia has not been appropriately applied.
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4.2

Mainstreaming Business Competition Policy in Indonesia: Current Situation

As earlier mentioned Article 35 of the Law No. 5/1999 mandates KPPU to advise
government on matters related to competition. But because the madate is weak, in
practice KPPU still focuses its role on the supervision of business conducts such as
merger and acquisition, cartel, vertical integration, and abuse of market power.3 KPPU
does not have a strong operational legal base to mainstream competition principles
since there is no Government Regulation or Presidential Decree that can operationalize
Article 35 of the Law No. 5/1999.
The Role of Competition in the National Agenda
So far the mainstreaming competition principles into economic policy has not been
intensive and comprehensive. It is therefore important to include the mainstreaming of
competition policy agenda into the national development planning.
As a derivative of the Constitution 1945 and Article 33 which carries the principles of
"Economic Democracy" and "Efficiency with Justice", the purpose of Law No. 5 of 1999
is explicitly directed towards increasing the welfare of the Indonesian people. With
regard to business climate and establishing competition Law No. 17 of 2007 on RPJP
(Long Term National Development Planning) 2005-2025, stated several directives in
the long-term national development plan, which govern KPPU’s work domain such as :


Institutional economics and healthy competition.



Healthy and equitable industry structure.



Efficient and effective distribution system.



Competitive post and telecommunications sectors

The conceptual arguments presented in the RPJP are as follow: healthy competition will
result in lower/normal price and improvement in the quality and quantity of goods and
services produced. As a consequence, it is expected that inflation would be stable so
competitiveness is improved which then contributed to reducing poverty and
unemployment as well as increasing economic growth. Ultimately, a healthy business
3

The example of market power abuse is the authority of KPPU to address the potential misuse of market power of market
actors over small business in the business relation between these two business actors, as stipulated in PP No. 17/2013.
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competition will result in improvement of people's welfare with better quality of
services.
The medium-term development plan RPJMN 2010-2014 also contain some aspects of
the improvement of business climate and a healthy business competition, such as:


As a domestic trade strategy
(b) improve the business climate for trade through a healthy business
competition
(e) strengthening trade institutions which encourages the realization of healthy
business competition



As a trade focus and priority activities
The Focus for the Priority of Improving the Effectiveness of Monitoring and
Business Climate which is supported by the following priority activities: a)
Enforcement of Competition Law; b) Development and Harmonization of
Competition Policies;

As described above, the importance of maintaining a good business climate and a
healthy business competition often appears as one of the strategies and directions in
economic policies in Indonesia. However in practices, there are constraints that hamper
the mainstreaming of competition to create a conducive business environment that is
consistent with efforts to improve competitiveness. First, this is often contradicted by
other regulations (UNCTAD 2009) and it may contain contradicting objectives. For
example, the objective of a policy that aims to give emphasis on the protection of SMEs
but at the same time aims to increase efficiency. The protection of SMEs will constrains
the creation of competition which will ensure the creation of efficiency. Alternative
policy to help SMEs that is more friendly to sound competition is usually overlooked or
not considered.
Second, no priority is set on the issue that needs to be put forward in the
implementation of competition principles. The priority should be given to the issues
that could ensure the creation of competition based on the principle of contestability.
These issues are mainly related to constraints to market entry, competition mechanisms
in the sectors dominated by big firms or BUMN. So far it seemed that KPPU’s method of
selecting these issues was reactive rather than proactive, and limited to the competition
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issues brought about by the cases reported to KPPU or those that were link national
economic issues. For example, rather than taking cartel as a priority competition issue
to be addressed it started to investigate this issue when there was allegation of cartel in
the distribution of some essential and staple foods such as garlic and leading to the
surge in price and the difficulty in controlling it. Based on the experience in other
countries, government and KPPU should set the priority of mainstreaming on several
important issues that need to be addressed immediately.
Third, there is not yet active participation from all stakeholders in the policy making
process. Most of the time KPPU and consumer representative groups are not involved in
policy making process4
Fourth, the Indonesian competition law has multiple objectives which create difficulty
for KPPU to determine which goal should be prioritize. Article 3 of Law. 5/1999 states
that the aim of competition law in Indonesia is to safeguard public interest and enhance
the efficiency of national economiy, to create conducive business environment that
ensures equal business opportunity for small, medium and large business; to prevent
monopoly and anti-competitive behaviours; and to create effective and efficient
businesses (Maarif 2004; OECD 2010).5 Because there are multiple objectives one or
two objectives have to be sacrificed in order to achieve another goal. In other words,
there are trade offs when there are multiple objectives of the law. These trade offs can
also create a signal of incertainty to the businesses.
The most obvious trade-off occurred when the efficiency objective has to be sacrificed
to guarantee business opportunity for certain business groups (small, medium, or large
businesses). This occurs in the case of Indomaret which was reported by traditional
retailers to KPPU for the violation of the competition law. They argued that the presence
of Indomaret had threatened the sustainability of traditional retailer businesses and
therefore violate the law. The case was upheld by KPPU.

4

For example, KPPU is not invited to various consultation processes regarding the changes of investment
negative list.
5
Multiple objectives are actually found in the competition policy of some other countries. For example, which is
applied by the competition law of South Africa, where (i) employment creation and (ii) assurance for small and
medium-scaled business in order to get equal opportunity (with large-scaled business) are part of the objectives
of competition law in this Country (Roberts 2004).
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According KPPU’s investigation the presence of modern retail such as Indomaret
generally enhanced economic efficiency and lowered price for consumers.6 However, in
KPPU’s view Indomaret had violated the harmonious principle of economic democracy
under Aricle 2 of the Law. Although KPPU’s decision did not explicitly state that
Indomaret violated Article 3 of the Law (article on the objectives of the Law), the other
part of the decision is consistent with guaranteeing opportunity for certain business
groups (in this case small traditional retailer), a condition related to the objective of
creating a conducive business environment. (Article 3 point b).
The presence of multiple objectvives is a manifestation of the spirit of social protection.
In this context, it is important that KPPU put forth the idea that social goals can be
achieved without having to give up the principles of competition. As explained in
Chapter 2 sound competition will eventually results in efficiency and optimal allocation
of resources.
The Role of KPPU in Providing Policy Recommendations
Article 35 of Law No. 5/1999 states that that KPPU is mandated to provide suggestions
and considerations to the Government on issues related to monopoly and other anticompetitive issues. However, the Law does not govern the formal mechanism through
which these advices or recommendations are conveyed to government or the
parliament and how the government and parliament should respond to these advices. In
practice, there are several mechanisms through which KPPU's can deliver their advises
to the government/legislature. First, KPPU can initiate a review or advice of regulations
released by the Government, in this case the ministries or other government agencies.
Second, the government through the Coordinating Ministry for the Economic Affairs
also can invite KPPU to give opinions on regulations that it intend to issue. Third, the
legislature may also seek advice from KPPU of a law it is drafting. The graph below
describes the number of recommendations and advices that KPPU has submitted to the
Government (Figure 4.1).

6

See the verdict of KPPU No. 03/KPPU-L-I/2000.
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Figure 4.1 Number of KPPU’s Recommendation provided to Government (20012012)
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Source: KPPU’s Annual Report 2012.
However, KPPU’s advises are not binding so they are not always acted upon by agency
or ministry to whom the advices/recommendations were given. The government
agencies or ministries will usually consider these advices if they support and are
consistent with the objectives of the policy that was reviewed by KPPU.
Some have viewed that KPPU decisions were not binding because the law did not
provide the same the authority to KPPU as the authority given to other independent
agencies with similar standing as KPPU such as the KPK (Commission for Corruption
Eradication) or BPK (State Financial Audit Board).7 However, the Law No.5/1999
actually did provide significant authority to KPPU since Article 35 of the Law mandates
KPPU to provide advices and recommendations. The lack of authority was more related
to the weakness or limitation of KPPU’s institutional framework, such as the status of
KPPU’s Commissioner which was not at the same level as a Minister.

7

The weakness of KPPU status is structurally reflected by, for example the Head and Deputy of KPPU are not
defined as state officials according to the Law on State Civil Services (ASN) (The Law No. 5/2014, Article
122). This is different with the case of KPK and BPK, which the head and deputy of KPK and BPK are defined
as state officials according to the Law on ASN.
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The other reason that KPPU’s recommendations are non binding was due to the
minimum understanding of the application of various economic concepts of the
competition law among legal practitioners and law enforcement agency. This especially
related to the use of rule of reason principle in many articles of the competition law to
assess anti-competitive behaviours. The minimum understanding of the economic
concepts in the law resulted in an inaccurate interpretation of the investigation results.
Despite the weakness of the mechanism through which KPPU’s advises and
recommendations were conveyed to the government, the level of adoption of these
advices is quite high. According to KPPU’s Annual Report of 2012 (KPPU 2012, page 30),
78% of all advices to the government are responded positively by (i) making the policy
accords with KPPU’s advices, (ii) postponed the implementation of policy, (iii) revoked
the policy because it was contrary to the principles of competition.
According to UNCTAD report (2009) the majority of Indonesia's business competition
problems are caused by Government policy. This is a legacy of the New Order era that
produced companies that monopolized important sectors in Indonesia such as BPPC
and Bogasari.
In addition, as a result of decentralization there were many local government
regulations that distorted competition. As an example, there was allegations that taxi
services in several aiports across Indonesia were monopolized. As part of local
Government’s authority, it forbid taxi operator other than the assigned airport’s taxi
operator to take passengers from the airport. At Ngurah Rai Airport in Bali in particular,
airport taxi operator did not allow other taxi operators to operate at the airport because
of efficiency reason. This was contrary to the statute issued by PT Angkasa Pura in 2008
which prohibit monopoly airport taxi services (www.kppod.org). Another example was
the new form of levies, retribution or licensing costs related to inter-region goods
transports and warehouse. Thébault-Weiser (2008) found that subnational permits to
load and unload goods were not flexible and was valid only for a short period.
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The two examples mentioned above indicate that local governments did not clearly
understand the principles of business competition and that this had resulted in
inefficiency to the local economy. This indicated that the mainstreaming competition
policy in the regions has not function well yet.
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5. Recommendation for Mainstreaming
Business Competition Policy in
Indonesia
This chapter describes several recommendations of what can be undertaken to increase
mainstreaming of competition policy in Indonesia taking into account the threats an
opportunities described in the previous chapters.8
1. Create an institutional mechanism to enhance the authority of agency that is
responsible for the implementation of competition policy by
(i)

Amendment of UU No. 5/1999

In the medium and long terms Law No. 5/1999 has to be amended to give wider
authority to KPPU in the process of mainstreaming competition policy. Two issues that
have to be clearly included in the amendment is: first, the importance of incorporating
competition principles into government policies; and second, the role and mechanism
for KPPU’s involvement in the process.
These two issues implies that the amendment of the Law No.5/1999 should be able to
enhance the authority of KPPU in carrying out the mandate of the competition law. The
wider authority of KPPU would be useful to enhance the effectiveness of advices
implementation given by KPPU to agencies and ministries. As described previously,
advises provided by KPPU are not binding so that the process of mainstreaming
competition principles becomes ineffective.
Although the amendment of the Law has been included in Prolegnas 2014 (National
Legislative Program) the amendment of a law may take a long time, therefore in the
short term there are a number of actions that the Government and KPPU can take with
regards to mainstreaming competition policy, namely:

8

These recommendations will always be developed and/or revised based on other comments and information
collected. Final recommendation will be described in the final report of this study.
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(ii) Integrate the competition policy into the national development
planning
Business competition policy has actually been integrated into the national plans, both in
RPJP and RPJM. However, the coverage is still limited to trade sector, in particular
domestic trade. As previously mentioned, the coverage is still considered too narrow,
given the competition policy is the base of all economic activities. In addition, the
competition policy in RPJP and RPJMN is still very general, absence of a more detailed
elaboration of the competition principles.
It is therefore important to broaden and deepen the integration of competition
principles into the national development planning. This strategy is expected to be able
to 'lock-in' the integration of competition principles into the policies of line ministries
and agencies more efficiently.
The integration of competition policy into the national development plan can be
implemented gradually under the mechanism of RPJMN. In these implementation
stages, the integration will initially be focused on the field of trade and investment,
empowerment of small and medium enterprises (SMEs), and policies related to
State-Owned Enterprises (BUMN). This can be incorporated consistently in the draft
of RPJMN 2015 – 2019 in which the application of competition principles will be
indirectly directed toward supporting sustainable industrialization (see Figure 5.1).
The integration of competition policy could not be specified in detail in the RPJMN.
Therefore, another legal basis such as Government Regulation or Presidential Decree
has to be established to operationalize this integration. This legal basis will also
operationalise one of the mandates of Article 35 of the Law No.5/1999. As a
consequence, line ministries and other government agency will be required implement
competition principles when formulating economic policy. There should also be a
formal guideline for mainstreaming competition to ensure there is a common
perception on how the mainstreaming should be implemented by all agencies and
ministries.
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Figure 5.1.

Competition Policy in the Framework of National Economic
Development, RPJMN 2015-2019 draft

2. Introducing and implementing a regulatory review process
It is common in Indonesia to find inconsistencies between regulations and competition
principles oriented toward efficiency and contestability. As a consequence the
implementation of economic policies become ineffective and will likely fail to achieve
their objectives. Regulatory review process can be used as a mechanism to reduce or
remove the inconsistencies and to improve the quality of regulation. The expected
outcome are regulations that are consistent with competition principles.
Therefore, one of recommendations of this this study is to establish a policy review unit
through a Presidential Regulation. The unit will be responsible to evaluate existing
regulations and future regulations. KPPU, which is responsible for monitoring
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competition and advising government on competition issue, will play a role as a partner
of the government that provides advise to the unit.
The unit should be under Bappenas (National Development Planning Agency) and
lead by an echelon 1 level.
This recommendation is similar to the recommendation of OECD which put
Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affair as a coordinator in the regulatory review.
The similarity lies on the position of KPPU as a partner of the unit that undertakes the
regulatory review process. The difference lies on the institution partner: in the OECD’s
recommendation the Coordinating Ministry for the Economic Affairs is proposed to be
the partner while in this study it is recommended that Bappenas is the partner.
Planning Ministry/Bappenas is proposed to be the partner for KPPK based on the
consideration that Bappenas is the agency responsible to draft national development
planning and therefore Bappenas is believed to have sufficient and strong capacity to
review policy so that the unit will be more effective is it is placed under Bappenas.
3. Set priorities in mainstreaming competition policy
An effective strategy to mainstream competition principles is to set a theme and an
agenda that needs to be prioritized. Learning from the experience of other countries;
this strategy will induce a stronger political commitment including a commitment to
allocate resources.
The mainstreaming agenda for Indonesia can be focused on increasing the
competitiveness of the services sector. The application of competition principles in
services sector mainly involved reforms of various laws and government regulations. In
addition, establishing efficient services sector is also needed given the importance of
services sector output as input to other production activities.
The second priority may be given to the agenda of removing barriers due to regulations
including the non-tariff trade barriers. This is necessary to lower transaction costs
brought about by inconsistencies between various regulations and competition
principles. In other words, removing competition barriers which originate from
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regulations will increase economic efficiency and welfare including consumers’ welfare.
It is important to note that the reduction in transaction costs will be very meaningful for
improving Indonesia’s competitiveness in the context of free trade. Under free trade
Indonesian goods will compete with goods in other countries with higher efficiency
than in Indonesia.
4. Follow up the implementation of mainstreaming competition policy
When the principle of business competition is properly adopted into a policy, the initial
implementation may not effective. Structure obstacles are usually the impediment. The
policy reform on port services provider is a good example to illustrate this matter. Six
years after the Shipping Law (UU No 17/2008) was ratified by DPR, some articles of the
Law, such as the article on separation of ports’ operator function and port management
is still to be implemented appropriately.
As similar to previous recommendation to set priority issues in mainstreaming, the
follow up implementation will also depend on the cooperation between KPPU and other
relevant agencies in the government, including local government.
5. Extend the scope and participation of KPPU in the policy making process at
the subnational level
Under Indonesia’s decentralization system local and regional governments are given
significant power to make local regulations. Considering the immense authority given to
local governments and the lack of experience in their bureaucracy, distortion to
competition will be a common occurance. Therefore, mainstreaming of competition
policy will not be effectively at the subnational level. According to UNCTAD Report
(2009) there is a lack of capacity at the subnational Government level to facilitate
competition. Similarly, the OECD Investment Policy Review found that there are still
many local Governments that establish regional state owned enterprise (BUMD)
monopolies.
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6. Build the capacity of KPPU in order to enhance its credibility in addressing
competition cases
The capacity of KPPU to cover all sector of the economy and all aspect of competition
needs to be enhanced. As has been described previously, insufficient resources restrict
the capacity of KPPU secretariat to support the implementation of business competition
policy. With the limited resources it is difficult for KPPU to play a more effective
advocacy role and to be involved directly in the government’s policy making process
given that the sectors and issues to be covered are very large.
To improve the institutional capacity, it is still necessary to undertake sector studies to
understand the contemporary competition issues in Indonesia. There are still many
competition issues in Indonesia that are not exposed. Some of the competition issues
are general and are common to other countries. Yet, there are many aspects of the
competition issues that are country specific and depends on the characteristic of the
country. For example, many competition issues that are related to small and medium
enterprises in Indonesia are not known.
7. Broadening the scope of sector and the scope of competition issue in the
mainstreaming of competition policy
Although KPPU has dealt with a broad range of anti-competition cases, there are still
many regulations and sector policies that need to be reviewed for the purpose of
improving competition policy. For example, KPPU can undertake the review in sectors
which are dominated by BUMN and in public services. Focus can also be given to SME
policies considering the important role of SMEs in the employment creation in
Indonesia.
8. Encourage consumers participation in the process of mainstreaming
competition policy
The support of consumer groups to carry out public monitoring on the anti-competitive
practices in Indonesia is still insignificant. Learning from the experience of other
country such as Australia increasing the awareness and the public knowledge proved to
be an effective way to monitor competition problems and marke performace. In practice
34

active consumers’ participation is usually supported by a comprehensive analysis on
the impact of a policy on consumer welfare.
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